and Nobuaki MINEMATSU•õ•õ•õ•õd), Member SUMMARY A method was developed for automatic recognition of syllable tone types in continuous speech of Mandarin by integrating two techniques, tone nucleus modeling and neural network classifier. The tone nucleus modeling considers a syllable F0 contour as consisting of three parts: onset course, tone nucleus, and offset course. Two courses are transitions from/to neighboring syllable F0 contours, while the tone nucleus is intrinsic part of the F0 contour. By viewing only the tone nucleus, acoustic features less affected by neighboring syllables are obtained. When using the tone nucleus modeling, automatic detection of tone nucleus comes crucial. An improvement was added to the original detection method. Distinctive acoustic features for tone types are not limited to F0 contours. Other prosodic features, such as waveform power and syllable duration, are also useful for tone recognition. Their heterogeneous features are rather difficult to be handled simultaneously in hidden Markov models (HMM)
Introduction
Each Mandarin syllable is pronounced with a tone to manifest a specific morpheme. There are four basic lexical tones (Tone 1 to Tone 4) and a neutral tone (Tone 5). The number of tonal syllables is about 1,300, and it is reduced to about 410 when tone discriminations are discarded [1] . Fundamental frequency (hereafter F0) is the major acoustic feature to manifest the four basic tones [1] , [2] , and a short duration seems more likely to characterize a neutral tone [1] . failed to provide a clear linguistic meaning, thus limiting further improvements and applications of the approach. If tone nucleus modeling can be successfully integrated with NN approach, the integration will realize a high performance in tone recognition, and offer a potentially good solution to the problem of detecting higher-level prosodic structures. The rest of the paper is constructed as follows: Section 2 introduces the Tone Nucleus model and the procedure of automatic tone nucleus extraction. Section 3 illustrates our NN based tone recognizer. Section 4 presents the speech corpus for experiment, the baseline systems for comparison and the experimental results. Section 5 discusses the experimental results and we conclude the paper in Sect. 6.
Tone Nucleus Modeling

Tone Nucleus Model
The Tone Nucleus model is a linguistic framework proposed in [7] , which offers a possible systematic framework to deal with F0 variations that result from both articulatory constraints and confounded intonation function, for tone recognition and intonation function detection.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a syllable F0 contour can be divided into three segments: onset course, tone nucleus and offset course. Tone nucleus is a piece of F0 contour that represents pitch targets of the lexical tone, which contains the most critical information for tonality perception. Onset course is the asymptotic F0 transition locus to the tone-onset target from a preceding vocal cords' vibration state. Offset course is the F0 transition locus from the tone-offset target to a succeeding vocal cords' vibration state.
Tones 1, 2, and 4 are associated with rather stable F0 patterns, whereas Tone 3 is found with rather wide variety of 
The third step is checking the resulting segmentation whether it satisfies stop criterion or not. If the segment number is 3 and if the middle segment is shorter than 50ms, segmentation number is reduced to 2 and the second step is repeated.
There are four major modifications of current algorithm from the original one [7] . First, autocorrelation coefficient computed during pitch tracking is incorporated together with delta logF0, power as the acoustic features. This is because autocorrelation coefficients usually take high values for stable parts of speech, and, therefore, a tone nucleus is considered to be associated with high autocorrelation coefficients. Second, the initial segmentation is changed from uniform ratio n1:n2:n3=1:1:1 to non-uniform ratio n1:n2:n3=5:7:3.
(Since n1, n2, and n3 should be integers, some normalization process is further applied). This is because, as reported in [9], the carry-over effect is much larger than the anticipate effect, and, therefore, the articulatory effects from previous and succeeding syllables are unbalanced to some extent. Third, we replaced the T-test based segment merge in [7] by a simple method: just let the Viterbi decoding allow state skip to realize segment merge. Fourth, when the resulting segment number is 2, we simply select the one as the nucleus that includes the larger number of points.
Tone Classifier
Although neural networks have a variety of configurations, multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is adopted for our tone recognizer. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , it has 3 layers, including one hidden layer. This is because the universal approximation theorem for neural networks states that every continuous function that maps intervals of real numbers to some output interval of real numbers can be approximated arbitrarily well by a MLP with one hidden layer [11] . While the output layer consists of five nodes, each corresponding to one of the five tones, the input layer has a varying number The acoustic features fed into the MLP recognizer are calculated from tone nuclei extracted beforehand. To make the features robust against F0 fluctuations, each tone nucleus is further divided into 3 uniform sub-segments to compute features of the following 5 groups:
(1) Mean logarithmic energy, mean logarithmic F0 and mean logarithmic F0 slope of each sub-segment of the tone nucleus in question (total of 9 parameters); (2) Duration of voiced period of the syllable in question;
(3) Mean logarithmic energy, mean logarithmic F0 and mean logarithmic F0 slope of the last sub-segment of the preceding tone nucleus, and those of the first subsegment of the succeeding tone nucleus (total of 6 parameters); (4) Duration of two transition parts: duration from the offset of previous tone nucleus to the currentt onset, and that from the current offset to the onset of succeeding tone nucleus; (5) A binary flag indicating whether the syllable in question is located in the beginning of an utterance or not, and that indicating whether the syllable is located in the ending position or not.
Totally, a syllable tone is represented using 20 features.
Experiments and Results
Two Baseline Systems
The MLP-based approach in [6] serves as the first baseline tone recognition system. It used the same 20-feature vector as described in Sect. 3. It differs from the proposed tone recognizer only in one point: using features of whole syllabic voiced segment other than those of tone nuclei. Henceforth, it is referred to as the MLP baseline.
The second baseline system adopts the original approach of tone nucleus model, presented in [7] . In this system, the continuous density HMMs are used as tone models; the feature vectors consisting of logF0, frame power and their first, second order time derivatives were exploited. Henceforth, it is called HMM baseline.
Speech Database
The experiment of HMM baseline system reported in [7] was limited to speaker dependent tone recognition. To compare its reported performance with those of MLP baseline system and ours, we selected the same speech data used in , syllable boundary information provided in the corpus was used as the prior information for tone recognition.
Proposed system and MLP baseline system were also compared through a speaker independent tone recognition experiment. In this case, we used all of the continuous speech in HKU96 corpus, including 19,729 utterances with totally 166,969 syllables (33978 Tone 1, 35147 Tone 2, 30739 Tone 3, 58673 Tone 4, and 8415 Tone 5 syllables), by 20 speakers (10 males and 10 females). This time we discarded the phonated punctuation marks out of the training and test corpora, and, therefore, the distribution of five tones was proportional to that of usual utterances. Meanwhile, in order to realize more realistic situation for tone recognition of continuous speech, we implemented the forced alignment to obtain syllable boundary information, which is necessary for the tone recognition process. The forced alignment was implemented by the HTK toolkit using a set of phonetictied-state cross-syllable triphone HMMs for 57 Initials and Final units, each state having 1 Gaussian mixture.
F0, power and autocorrelation coefficient were automatically extracted using ESPS package. The frame length was set to 10 milliseconds. waveform of speech; the second one indicates extracted F0 contour; the third one presents the result of segmentation to onset course, tone nucleus and offset course; and the bottom row displays the syllable segmentation provided by the forced alignment. These examples include the syllables with Tones 1, 2, 3 and 4, and the syllables with unvoiced initial (/F/of/FA4/) and voiced initial (/N/of/NA4/). To evaluate the algorithm for automatic tone nucleus extraction, the extraction results were checked. There are three cases in segmentation result; syllable F0 contour is taken as 1-segment, (i.e. only tone nucleus), 2-segments to be the combination of onset course and tone nucleus or the combination of tone nucleus and offset course, or 3segments to be the combination of onset course, tone nucleus and offset course. The extracted tone nucleus is accepted as correct, when its initial and end points do not depart more than 20 milliseconds from the visual inspection. (Valley and peak of F0 contour of /Qiang2/ in Fig. 4 are respectively assumed as initial and end points, for instance) This is because the 20 features listed in Sect. 3 will not change seriously by the 20-millisecond shifts. The inspection was carried out on 50 utterances for each of four speakers, two males and two females indexed by 0F, 0M, 5F and 5M in HKU96 corpus. In order to compare with the performance reported in [7] (100% correct rate for 1-segment, 94.4% for 2-segments, 97.0% for 3-segments and 97.5% for the average), same utterances by the speaker 0F were selected, which were labeled from CS0F0251-CS0F0300. As for other three speakers, utterances labeled from 0001 to 0050 were selected. Table 1 shows the performance of tone nucleus extraction totally and separately for the three cases. Table 1 Tone nucleus detection performance for 50 utterances of each of four sneakers.
Results of Tone Nucleus Detection
Note: 1-seg, 2-seg and 3-seg stand for 1-segment, 2-segments and 3segments. Table 2 Confusion matrix and average tone error rate of speaker dependent tone recognition for the HMM baseline system. Table 3 Confusion matrix and average tone error rate of speaker dependent tone recognition for the MLP baseline system. Table 4 Confusion matrix and average tone error rate of speaker dependent tone recognition for the proposed system.
Results of Speaker Dependent Tone Recognition
Tone recognition performances, including confusion matrices and average tone error rates, are illustrated in Tables 2,  3 and 4.   Table 5 Confusion matrix and average tone error rate of speaker independent tone recognition for the MLP baseline system. Fig. 4 , the ascent contour between /FA4/ and previous syllable is hidden in the unvoiced segment, while, in the lower example of Fig. 4 , that between /NA4/ and previous syllable is partly presented. In these two cases, the extraction algorithm can detect the tone nucleus correctly.
Comparing the average tone recognition errors rates shown in the bottom rows of Tables 2-6, we can see:
1) The proposed approach obtained an absolute error reduction of 1.6% as compared to the HMM baseline with the original tone nucleus extraction method, equivalent to the relative error reduction of 11.0%. The improvement can be attributed to the use of MLP and the two additional features: segmental durations (i.e. duration of syllabic voiced segment and durations of transition segments between voiced segments) and syllable positions in the sentence, which are difficult to be exploited in an HMM based approach. 2) As compared to the MLP baseline, in case of speaker dependent tone recognition, the proposed approach achieved an absolute error reduction of 1.2%, equivalent to a relative error reduction of 8.5%; while in speaker independent case, the proposed approach achieved 2.11% absolute error reduction or 9.93% relative error reduction. The difference of the two systems lies in whether to use whole syllabic voiced segment or or part of it (tone nucleus) to calculate the features. The better performance indicates that tone nuclei do keep important and robust discriminating features for tones.
Detailed comparison of the three systems is possible from confusion matrices in Tables 2-6: 3) Comparison between Tables 2 and 4 indicates: the neutral tone recognition is improved significantly from 34.8% to 63.3%, illuminating the effectiveness of duration feature for discriminating the neutral tone. Meanwhile Tones 2, 3 and 4 obtained similar performances or improvements in the proposed approach as compared to the HMM baseline. Tables 3 and 4, and comparison between Tables 5 and 6 indicate that the four lexical tones, Tone 1 to Tone 4, obtained improvements in the proposed approach as compared to MLP baseline. Among them the improvement of Tone 1 is noticeable (79.3% vs. 74.2% and 85.53% vs. 74.90%). The reason can be ascribed as: One of Tone 1's distinguishing featuresT is the slope coefficient of F0 contour, which generally distributes around zero. Due to the tonal coarticulation, slopes of onset course and offset course of Tone 1 may deviate largely from zero, which affect the slope coefficient when whole syllabic voiced segment is viewed. However, effect of tonal co-articulation is less for tone nucleus, and its slope coefficient stays around zero. On the contrary, the neutral tone reduces its accuracy from 72.8% to 63.3% and from 57.38% to 47.87%. Reason for this can be ascribed to the fact that tone nuclei have shorter durations than the whole syllables. This will increase the confusions between the four basic tones and the neutral tone, as the short duration is regarded as the discriminating features for the neutral tone.
We regard the integrated approach as our start point for future efforts on Mandarin tone recognition and prosody information detection. The next step is to adopt the advanced multi-level prosody modeling based on tone nucleus model, as presented in the study [8].
Conclusion
This paper proposes a new approach to the tone recognition of continuous speech of Mandarin by integrating two effective methods: tone nucleus modeling for F0 feature normalization and neutral network tone recognizer which exploits heterogeneous acoustic features including continuous and categorical variables. Due to the necessity of tone nucleus boundary locations, we also proposed an algorithm for automatic extraction of tone nucleus. The inspection on extracted tone nuclei illuminates the high performance of the algorithm. In order to evaluate the proposed approach, two baseline systems were also implemented: original method of tone nucleus detection plus HMMs tone classifier, and similar MLP classifier but using features calculated from whole syllable. The improved performances for speaker dependent and independent cases showed the effectiveness of the proposal. In the future, we will continue our efforts to extend this study toward the detection of intonation structure based on the tone nucleus modeling. 
